Green Ups
Making Green Cleanups The Norm

Why Cleanups?
Every year, more than 8 million metric tons of
waste ends up in our oceans1, greatly affecting
the marine biodiversity and the seafood produce
we eat. In 2018, nearly 14,000 kg of trash was
collected from the coasts of Singapore in just two
months2, highlighting the need to prevent contributing
more trash into our oceans.
Cleanups are often the first touchpoint for people to realise their
impact on the environment. At Green Nudge, we believe that
an effective cleanup is much more than just picking up
trash along the shore. In line with our goal to ‘nudge’
“We want to redeﬁne the cleanup
(and not to ‘instruct’), we aim to redefine the cleanup
experience by also weaving in the historical and
experience by going beyond the cleanup
cultural aspects of the site. Through this approach,
activity to share about the historical and
we draw the connection between nature and our
behaviour to allow participants to develop an
cultural importance of the site. In doing
appreciation of their natural heritage
so, we draw the connection between
and environment.

nature and human actions.”
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Our Cleanup
Packages

The Basic
Package

The Enhanced
Package

Rent our cleanup
equipment

Organise a cleanup
with us

The Customised
Package
Mix and match your
cleanup with other
offerings
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The Basic Package
DIY fuss-free
Keen on organizing your own cleanup but are unsure how
to deal with the equipment after the activity? Our cleanup
toolkits are available for rent so that you can enjoy the
convenience of a ready toolkit and avoid the hassle of
buying and storing equipment!
Includes:
• Equipment Rental (starting from 4 toolkits for
20 pax) for 3 calendar days
• Self-collection or delivery options
(charges apply)
• Cleaning of equipment after the cleanup
• (Optional) 30-min consultation session
before the cleanup
Equipment provided:
20 pairs of tongs and gloves
40 x large green trash bags
4 x weighing scales
1 x first aid kit
1 x corporate coastal cleanup manual
Other supplementary equipment

To order our basic package, click here.
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The Enhanced Package
For a little more guidance
Our most popular cleanup package, the Enhanced
Package provides start-to-end coordination of
cleanups at different cleanup sites around Singapore.
You will be guided by the Green Nudge team right
from the start, including planning out suitable cleanup
dates, timings and venues, including areas which may
need prior approvals from the authorities.
Participants gain access to hard-to-reach areas which
require more effort in cleanups while giving back to
the environment in a meaningful manner. Suitable for
large groups or first-time cleanup organisers.

Duration:
3 hours (excluding travelling time)
Cleanup Sites:
Yishun Dam, East Coast Park, Pasir Ris Park,
Sembawang Park or Coney Island

Includes:
• Liaison of approval and post-event waste disposal by Green Nudge
• Provision of cleaning equipment, collection and post-event cleaning
• Facilitation of cleanup by Green Nudge facilitators, including
explanation of history and cultural aspects of cleanup site
• Debrief of cleanup activity and sharing of post event call-to-actions
• Post cleanup summary
• (Optional) in-depth data collection
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The Customised Package
Mix and match your experience

Cleanup

Workshop

Go beyond and customize your cleanup to
include other offerings we provide! Choose
from a combination of workshops, learning
journeys or talks where participants can
explore, act and reflect in-depth on one or two
themes to enjoy the full green experience.

+
/ / /
Learning
Journey

Sharing &
Outreach

Training &
Consultancy

Includes:
• Everything in the Enhanced Package
• Transport to and from each stop on
the journey
• Gift options from local or overseas partners
Duration:
Half to full day, depending on requirements
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Enhanced & Customised Package

Cleanup Layout
Duration:
3 hours (excluding travelling time)
Cleanup Sites:
Yishun Dam
East Coast Park
Pasir Ris Park
Sembawang Park
Coney Island
Number of Participants:
Minimum of 20 pax
Up to 150 pax

Leaving a Lasting Impression
Post cleanup, receive a customised infographic highlighting
the cleanup data from the event. Together with tips to care
for the broader environment, share these information with
participants to reinforce the call-to-actions after the event.
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Enhanced & Customised Package

Towards a Low Carbon
Zero Waste Singapore
At Green Nudge, one of our aims is to achieve a carbon neutral
Singapore by 2030.
In Singapore, all our waste is sent for incineration. Despite our best
efforts to clean our shores, the trash that we collect inevitably
generates more carbon emission through our cleanups.
Providing Carbon Offsets for a Greener Cleanup!
Working with credible partners that provide carbon offset credits,
Green Nudge will offset carbon emissions generated in order to
minimise our carbon footprint.
After the event, Green Nudge will calculate the overall amount of
carbon emissions generated, including but not limited to:
• Transport
• Cleanup activity
• Overall disposal of waste collected
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Summary
Packages

Basic

Enhanced

Customised

Provision of cleaning equipment
Delivery of equipment

Optional
(charges apply)

Liaison with authorities
Facilitators
Post-event disposal of trash
Post-cleanup infographic sheets
Carbon offsets
Combination with other services
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Interested in Working with Us?
We will drop you an email or call within 3 - 5 working days
to share more about our work before following up with a
customized proposal for your review!

Drop us an enquiry by
filling up our form here.

What to expect after you submit a request:
3-5
working
days

Submit
enquiry form

3
working
days

Receive a
call/email from us

Proposal
Confirmation

We follow up with
a customised proposal

Event
Preparation

Receive
quotation

Event
execution
Lead time:
3 weeks
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Our Past Partnerships
We have conducted countless workshops with corporates, public agencies and schools. Here are some amazing
partners that we have worked with!
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FAQs
How does Green Nudge choose the suggested dates
and timings for my organisation’s cleanup?
In order to maximise your activity’s impact during the
event, we will recommend a day and time when the
tides are low enough so that there is more trash
available for your participants to pick up. Speak with
us to find out more.
Do you have an alternative activity/wet weather plan?
What happens if it rains?
As many of our sites are located in hard-to-access
areas, we may not be able to provide an alternative
activity in the event of wet weather. In the event that
wet weather occurs or is expected to occur before the
event, we will contact the liaison person an hour
before the start of the event to update on the weather
forecast and advise on the next course of action.
In the event of heavy downpour during the event,
participants may seek shelter at the nearest building
which will be guided by our facilitators. Should bad
weather persist or worsen, Green Nudge reserves the
right to cancel the event for safety reasons.

What is the lead time between the enquiry process to
event execution?
The team will need at least 3 weeks of lead time once
you have given us your approval. This lead time allows
us to obtain approval from the relevant authorities,
prepare relevant equipment and schedule our
facilitators prior to the event. The lead time for our
Basic Package is 3 working days.
Why do you charge for your services?
As a social enterprise and a registered business, we
believe that the best way for us to maximise impact is
to ensure the financial viability of the work. Thus we
charge reasonable fees to cover our costs and ensure
the long-term sustainability of our enterprise.
What will your fee cover?
The fee will cover the following:
• Efforts for obtaining approval and ensuring
that waste is properly disposed off after
the session
• Provision of relevant cleanup equipment as
well as post-event cleaning
• Provision of facilitators, including sharing of
the historical and cultural site of the area
• A portion of the money also goes towards
reducing carbon emissions through
carbon credits
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Got a question? Contact us here:
team@greennudge.sg
www.greennudge.sg
fb.me/greennudgesg
@greennudgesg
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